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Bridgestone Ecopia: fuel-saving technology extended as
SUV market soars

 Ecopia EP850 is Bridgestone’s first fuel-saving tyre for SUVs
 Independent testing shows the Ecopia EP850 delivers a fuel saving of up to 3.6%^
 Ecopia EP850 delivers superior wear life, braking performance and almost 20% less
rolling resistance than its predecessor, the Dueler D683
Australia’s love affair with SUVs doesn’t look like slowing any time soon with a June Roy Morgan
State of the Nation report* revealing a significant increase in the number of motorists driving
both large and medium-sized SUVs.
In fact, in the past five years, the number of Australians driving large SUVs has risen by 65% and
the number of Australians driving medium SUVs has risen by 58%.
The good news is many of these drivers can now access class-leading vehicle fuel efficiency
thanks to the launch of Bridgestone’s first Ecopia SUV tyre – the Bridgestone Ecopia EP850.
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“Ecopia EP850 will replace Bridgestone’s Dueler D683 product, combining all of the highway
luxury performance characteristics of its predecessor with advanced fuel saving technology,”
said Claudio Sodano, Bridgestone’s Group TFS Manager.
“Independent testing has shown the Ecopia EP850 can deliver fuel savings of up to 3.6%. At a
fuel price of $1.40 per litre, that saving is like having a five cent per litre fuel discount voucher
every time you fill up.
“Ecopia EP850 combines the toughness and durability that Dueler is well-known for with the
advanced technology benefits of the Ecopia compound. It’s a superior tyre to the D683 in every
way, including handling, braking, ride comfort, noise, durability and wear life.”
Ecopia technology delivers fuel savings by reducing rolling resistance. The Ecopia compound
combines silica with a coupling agent to improve particle distribution and lower rolling
resistance.
Compared to the Dueler D683, Ecopia EP850’s advanced tyre compound results in almost 20%
less rolling resistance – producing the tyre’s competitive fuel efficiency advantage.
“The EP850 is an ideal tyre for SUVs and 4x4s and, like its predecessor the Dueler D683, the
Ecopia EP850 is designed primarily for on-road use and is ideal for city and highway driving,”
Claudio said.
“What’s more, the EP850 comes with all of Ecopia’s fuel-saving benefits without any
compromise in quality, safety or performance.”
Ecopia EP850 is available in 20 sizes and is suitable for a range of small through to large SUVs,
including Rav 4, Nissan X-Trail, Ford Territory, Holden Captiva and Toyota Landcruiser. For more
information, find your nearest Bridgestone retail outlet by calling 131 229 or by visiting
www.bridgestone.com.au.
^Product independently tested in accordance with ADR 81/02 on 2012 Mitsubishi Challengers fitted with
tyre size 245/70R16 111H. Actual fuel consumption and CO2 emissions depend on factors such as traffic
conditions, vehicle condition and driving style. Ecopia EP850 fuel consumption test performed against a
conventional competitor tyre.
*Roy Morgan Research, On the road: SUVs, hybrids and the environment, June 5, 2013

